siRNA screen of early poxvirus genes identifies the AAA+ ATPase D5 as the virus genome-uncoating factor.
Poxvirus genome uncoating is a two-step process. First, cytoplasmic viral cores are activated and early viral genes are expressed. Next, cores are disassembled and the genomes released. This second step depends on an early viral factor(s) that has eluded identification for over 40 years. We used a large-scale, high-throughput RNAi screen directed against vaccinia virus (VACV) to identify the VACV AAA+ ATPase D5 as the poxvirus uncoating factor. We show that the ATPase activity of D5 is required for uncoating. Superresolution microscopy suggests that D5 acts directly at viral cores for genome release. Thus, the putative helicase D5 is a multifunctional protein required for genome uncoating and replication. Additionally, in vivo delivery of anti-D5 siRNAs reduced virus production in a mouse model of VACV infection. These results demonstrate the use of virus-targeting RNAi libraries to investigate viral gene function and suggest therapeutic avenues.